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THE BEST BBC MOUSE 
===================== 

MEGAMOUSE is a beautifully designed peripheral used to move 
the cursor quickly and simply around the BBC for X-Y control, 
graphics, design, CAD and business applications. 
This UK manufactured mouse has a high resolution of 100 points 
per inch, utilises optical techniques and is highly accurate. 

Sometimes called the "whispering mouse",MEGAMOUSE incorporates 
a solid rubber ball which is quiet and grips smooth working 
surmces such as desk tops, plastics and even glass overlays. 
Wigmore rejected technologies with a metal ball bearing which 
irritate with grating sounds and lose accuracy through slippage. 

MEGAMOUSE simply plugs into the BBC 'B' user port. Superb 
ergonomics provides comfortable usage while the three buttons 
can be used independently or in association. This mouse can 
operate on processors with or without a second processor. 

MOUSEPAINT software is freely provided and works in glorious 
colour. 

*** BRITISH REALLY CAN BE BEST *** 



HOUSEPAINT: This is a powerful but . friendly standard graphics/ 
design package operatin9 in Mode 1 providin9 a choice of 4 
colours from a pallet of 8. Facilities include streamline 
drawing, rubber band lines, corrected lines, dotted lines, 
rubber rectan9les, circles, ellipses, colour fill, colour lines, 
colour paper, hatch fill, store and load from disc or cassette, 
clear screen, clear icon menu, infinite paint brush, text etc. 

CADMOUSE: Is an optional CAD/design package which is some of 
the most advanced graphics software on a BBC. It can be used 
in Mode o for super high .resolution and jus~ two colours or in 
Mode 1 for medium resolution with a choice of 4 from 8 colours. 

CADMOUSE: OPTIONS AND COMMANDS 
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WIGMORE HOUSE LTD., 32 Savile Row,London W1X 1AG Ph: 01-734 0173/882t 

or MICRO EXPRESS LTD. 


